SPEED LIMITATION UNLOCK

PREPARATION: 1 x 3mm inner hexagon screw driver (dismount the horn cover), one pair of scissors (use to cut the wire);

UNLOCK OPERATION:

STEP 1: Turn off the bike, and switch off the circuit switch. Then unscrew and dismount the horn cover as illustration 1.

Illustration 1

STEP 2: Find out the controller plug (9-hole black plug); on the harness, you can find the white color wire (you can see it in illustration 2), and then, cut it.

Illustration 2

STEP 3: Make sure the harness be well organized, and well mount the horn cover.

STEP 4: It’s strongly recommended to put the bike on a bike lifer to keep the rear wheel above the ground, and fold the side kickstand. Switch on the circuit switch, and turn on the bike. After that, please press the start button for more than 6 seconds, and then, continuously squeeze the brake lever (Only left brake lever 4 times, or only right brake levers 4 times. When you squeeze the brake lever, the Dash will indicate WAIT). And next, please continuously press the start button for 4 times. Please be well noted that the whole procedure for STEP 4 need to be finished within 20 seconds. Otherwise, you need to re-do the whole procedure for STEP 4, until the speed limitation is unlocked.